ND Drainage Systems
for trafficable decks
the powerhouses amongst
the drainage systems

Highly stable drainage systems
- even with dynamic loads
- for built-up and trafficable surfaces

How important is drainage and its stability for built-up and trafficable surfaces?
A stable and system tested design for the construction of overbuilt and trafficable surfaces is immensely important. This is the only way to avoid unpleasant surprises from loose or under-washed floor coverings (such as paving
stones). This preserves the desired image of the planner and ensures long-term use. Therefore, any planning, while
ensuring the protection of the chosen seal, begins with the choice of the appropriate drainage system.
Depending on the length of insertion and the selected surface covering, including the resulting choice of sub-base,
laying course and possibly necessary leveling layers, the drainage capacity of the drainage will be determined. Since the
drainage capacity is defined not only by the general design, but above all by the height of the selected drainage system,
the compressive strength and the selected filter layer must be given high attention. The compressive strength ensures
that the drainage system retains its shape and therefore also its construction height; even under dynamic loads. The
properly selected filter layer in the form of a woven filter geotextile prevents clogging and is suitable for use under mechanically compacted coverings.
In order to meet these requirements, Nophadrain has developed a special product series for this area of application

and
tested it in the system. The drainage systems of the ND 600 series, suitable for load classes N1, N2 and N3, are characterized by extremely high compressive strengths of 900 and 1,200 kPa, which convince even under a 10% deformation
with compressive strengths of 800 and 1,000 kPa.
But that‘s not all. In addition to outstanding compressive strength, the ND 600 Series is equipped with a special CEmarked monofilament woven filter geotextile. This geotextile combines a high puntcure resistance with a very good minimum elongation, which can withstand the forces arising from static and dynamic loads. This is also important during
installation, because the filter geotextile withstands the stress caused by mechanical or dynamic compression of the
sub-base layer by means of a vibratory plate. This ensures that the filter fabric is not being punctured and the drainage
layer remains free of filling materials.
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How important is the protection against
dynamic loads?
To protect the waterproofing membrane against damages in the
best way, it must be protected from the action of force from both
dynamic loads and shear loads. To ensure this, the installation of
protective, separating and slip layers is absolutely recommended
and/or required.
For this reason, all Nophadrain systems for walkable and/or
trafficable applications (load classes N1 to N3, depending on the
chosen system structure), use either a ND TGF-20 Separation
and Slip Film or a ND TSF-100 Slip and Protection Sheet in
combination with the ND 620 or ND 620hd Drainage Systems,
which are already provided with the required second slippery
layer.

ND TSF-100 Slip and Protection Sheet

In the special case of an inverted roof, we recommend the use of
two layers of ND TGF-20 to establish of the slip level under the
insulation layer. We recommend to use the diffusive ND 600sv or
ND 600hdsv drainage systems. They have a integrated vapourpermeable geotextile instead of an integrated slip film.
ND TGF-20 Separation and Slip Film

The powerhouses amongst the drainage systems
Due to the optimal combination of filter, drain and protective layer, the drainage
systems of the ND 600 series are always perfectly fit for the requirements.

The filter layer - robust and vertasile
All drainage systems of the ND 600 series are equipped with a
monofilament filter fabric as a filter layer.

+

The drainage layer - the core makes the difference
No matter what application, we have the solution. By combining different compressive strengths and
core features, with or without diffusion holes, you can determine the performance of the core.
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The protective layer - for the wellbeing of the
waterproofing membrane
Again, you have the choice. You decide whether you want to install the protective layer separately or
glued onto the core: either as a pressure dividing slip foil or as a vapour-permeable geotextile.
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Let’s rock & roll

3 in 1 product
1.

Woven monofilament filter geotextile
with 10 cm overlap

2.

Dimpled core (with or without perforations)
with approx. 12 mm heigh dimples

3.

Non-woven protection geotextile or
pressure dividing slip film

Usually, filter layers are thermally welded to the dimpled core. Nophadrain has explicitly decided against this
process. Therefore, the geotextiles are glued to the (perforated) dimpled core. This avoids damage to the mechanical
and hydraulic properties of the geotextile and the drainage
system. This method also offers tremendous advantages
during installation. Thus, side seams and joints can be optimally connected, overlaps can be executed problem-free
and in that way the drainage layer is perfectly protected.

A.
A. Place the ND Drainage
Systems with the flange
side (strip without dimples)
and the not-flange side
against each other.

B.
B. Fold back approx.
10 cm of the black woven
geotextile on both sides by
pulling it off of the dimples.

C.

2.
1.

C. Place the dimpled core
without flange on top of the
other dimpled core with
flange for a durable fixation.

Glued, not
thermally bonded

D.

Benefits of rolls
D. Create a double
geotextile-overlap to secure
drainage.

Easier to
transport

Easier to
unroll

Faster to
install

The benefits in an overview
• Very robust
The special monofilament filter geotextile
makes it possible to install the sub-base
layer or laying course directly on the
drainage system.
• Fit for purpose
The filter geotextile has been specially developed for the application and for stresses
during installation e.g. sub-base layers that
have to be compacted by using a vibratory
plate.
• Extremely strong
With compressive strengths of 900 or 1,200
kPa (depending on product choice) designed
for maximum stress and constant drainage
performance.
• Versatile
The broad product range allows the use for
a wide variety of roof constructions and load
classes.
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• Highly stable
Even under 10% deformation, a compressive
strength of 800 or 1,000 kPa and optimum
drainage performance is maintained.
• Efficient
The 3-in-1 design as a sandwich element on
a roll allows a quick and easy installation.
• Tested in the system
You can request a test report from us about
the functionality and stability of the system
under dynamic loads. This practical study
was conducted by the Technical University of
Munich (DE).
• Durable
Despite the high efficiency, the use of plastics and energy consumption is reduced to
the optimum due to the low construction
height.

Project reference
‘Meerrijk’
Facts & figures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year of realization - 2011
Design - VHP
Client - ASR Vastgoed
Contractor - Van Straten Bouw
Realization - Rooise Wegenbouw BV
& M.J. van Kaathoven BV
Surface - 15,000 m²
Applied ND products
- ND 620hd Drainage System
- ND TSF-100 Slip- and Protection
Sheet

ND 620hd
Drainage System

ND TSF-100
Slip and Protection
Sheet

About the project
Meerrijk in Eindhoven offers an impressive appearance in the cityscape of Eindhoven, because it connects apartments,
houses and shops wide open in the countryside, surrounded by water. The fact that the entire area of the
 district is
supported by an underground car park can only be seen at second glance, if one looks in detail at the passable areas
and planting areas. Due to the expected load classes during use by e.g. supplier traffic and fire driveways, the park roof
system, consisting of the TSF-100 Slip and Protective Sheet and the ND 620hd Drainage System, was chosen as a
reliable system under an intelligently designed district in Eindhoven.

Project reference
‘De Zomertuinen’
Facts & figures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year of realization - 2009
Design - Jorissen Simonetti Architecten
Client - Woonbron Spijkenisse
Contractor - Van Dijk Maasland
Distributor - Drain Design Construct BV
Surface - 3,200 m²
Applied ND products
- ND 620hd Drainage System
- ND TSF-100 Slip- and Protection
Sheet
- ND WSM-50 Water Reservoir Panel

During
construction
in 2009

We give the floor to our partner: Drain
Design Construct BV
In 2008 we were asked to make a proposal for the drainage of the square on top of the trafficable deck of residential care complex ‘Wozoco de Zomertuinen’.
Besides our line gutters, roof gullies were also included in the design. However, in case of a small amount of
rain the rainwater would not flow to the drainage points.
Therefore, the water could seep through the joints of the
paving and could accumulate in the laying course or the
sub-base layer, causing damage to the paving e.g. frost
damage or instability of the lower layer, which could cause
the paving to sag.

“ We enjoy working with Nophadrain because the ND Drainage Systems were among
the first to be CE-marked. In addition, the installation of ND Drainage Systems can be
carried out quickly because they are sandwich elements. A real time buzz for the
contractor, which is reflected positively in the overall construction costs.”
- Leo Koster
To solve this issue, we proposed the ND 620hd Drainage
System. It consists of three elements: a woven filter geotextile, a dimpled sheet and a pressure dividing slip film.

2019,
10 years after
10 years after realization
construction

The woven filter fabric ensures that the sand of the subbase layer cannot block the dimples. The dimpled sheet
transports the water horizontally off the roof. The combination of the ND TSF-100 Slip and Protection Sheet with
the pressure dividing slip film of the ND 620 Drainage
System ensures that the dynamic loads caused by cars
and trucks do not damage the underlying waterproofing
membrane.

“DDC Heinenoord has been working with
Nophadrain for more than 11 years. Many
beautiful projects have now been carried
out where our products have been applied
in many combinations.”
In order to protect the plants in the vegetation zones
during dry periods from drying out too quickly, we decided to use the ND WSM-50 Water Buffering Panels.
These special buffering elements were installed on the
ND 620hd drainage system. This chosen system structure
ensures that excess water can be diverted in a targeted
manner and that stored water (up to 40 l / m²) is available
to the plants.

In the meantime, the overall concept has proven itself:
surface water is routed specifically to the channel and
point drainage and the remaining water is effectively
directed horizontally to the inlets via the surface drainage
system.
We are happy to have chosen Nophadrain products. Not
only because Nophadrain was one of the first manufacturers to CE-mark its products (and thus the quality is
confirmed and secured by external bodies). In addition to
the high-quality promise and guaranteed performance
of the products, ND drainage systems are safe, easy and
quick to install. Designed as a sandwich element, which
connects the filter layer and the protective layer directly
to the dimpled core, the entire system can be rolled out in
one operation. This gives us a high work performance and
real time savings for the installer. And all at competitive
prices.”
With the tried and tested standard concept where both the
water from the gutter and the roof drain and the water
from the drainage system flow together into a roof outlet,
the rainwater is drained from the deck.

Project reference
‘De Bloem’
Facts & figures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year of realization - 2014-2018
Design - KOW
Contractor - De Raad Bouw BV
Realization - Flora Nova BV
Surface - approx. 6,000 m2
Applied ND products
- ND 620hd Drainage System
- ND 4+1 Drainage System
- ND TSF-100 Slip- and Protection
Sheet

About the project

Between the appartments and houses of project De Bloem a underground parking has been established. The entire project
forms a big flower (Bloem). The ND 620hd Drainage System in combination with the ND TSF-100 Slip and Protection Sheet
have been applied to create a trafficable roof on top of the underground parking. For the green areas the ND 4+1 Drainage
System has been used.

Notes

For green roofs
we recommend
our powerful
ND 4+1h or ND 5+1
Drainage System.

More information?
Don’t hestitate to contact us.
Phone: +31 (0)45 820 09 70
Email: verkoop@ nophadrain.nl

Nophadrain BV
Visiting address
Mercuriusstraat 10
6468 ER Kerkrade
The Netherlands
Postal address
Postbus 3016
6460 HA Kerkrade
The Netherlands
+31(0)45 535 50 30
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